Errl Cup Dispensary Intake Form
Dispensary Name:

____________________________________________________________

Dispensary Phone: _____________________________

Email: _________________________

Dispensary Contact: ___________________________________________________________
Dispensary Contact Phone: _______________________
Email: ________________________
Best way to contact: Phone:
(
)
Email: (
)
Text: (
)

Category
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Errl Cup Entry Information
Strain

Type (Indica/Sativa)

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Entry Requirements: $250 per entry fee.
Flower: 14 grams
Edible: 7 individually wrapped
Concentrate: 7 grams
Non- Solvent: 7 grams
Hand Crafted Products: 7 products or 7 grams based on type.

CBD: Based on Type
Vape: 7 cartridges

All entries must be placed in a sealed container or jar. Each container must clearly state the name of the
strain, category and company name. Application, entry/testing fee and Samples must be submitted
before December 15th. Late entries cannot be accepted due to testing restraints
Terms and Conditions
THE ERRL CUP IS A ARIZONA MEDICAL MARIJUANA ACT EVENT, ALL RULES, LAWS AND GUIDELINES IN ACCORDANCE TO THE AMMA WILL BE
ENFORCED AT THE ERRL CUP. ANY PARTICIPATE, VENDOR, DISPENSARY, PATIENT, OR ANY AND ALL PEOPLE NOT COMPLYING WITH THE
AMMA WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE EVENT.
By signing below you have agreed to the terms and conditions of the Errl Cup and are agreeing to submission of your entry to the Errl Cup.

Signature: ____________________________________ Name: ________________________________________
Date: ____________________________________

Please do not fill below the line; ERRL CUP USE ONLY
-----------------------------------------------------------------Received From:

Pickup Date:

Verified Submissions:

Verified Fee’s:

Pick up agent Name:

Pick Up agent Signature:

Enter the Cup; The Official Rules, Regulations &
FAQ
Errl Cup; 710 Degree Cup 2017
Please Note: All judging is conducted by state licensed medical marijuana patients. Entries are
collected and distributed under the legal frameworks of Arizona’s legal medical cannabis
program guidelines.
Dispensary Categories:
Indica Flowers
Indica Concentrate
Sativa Flowers
Sativa Concentrate
Hybrid Flowers
Hybrid Concentrate
Hash
Edible

CBD Flower
CBD Concentrate
CBD Edible

Hand Crafted Product
Vape Pen
Non-Solvent

Flowers:
Category Description
We limit the Sativa and Indica flower entries to genetic lineages that are greater than 70 percent
in either species. Competitors will be required to properly categorize their entries. We reserve the
right to re-categorize an entry that does not fit. You may be required to submit genetic lineage
(back to grandparents) if you have an unknown strain. Hybrids can include any combination of
Indica or Sativa below 70 percent (60/40, 50/50 and so on).
Competition Packaging Details
Your fourteen (14)-gram entry (This also includes CBD flower entries.) must be placed in a
sealed jar. Each Jar must clearly state the name of the strain, category and company name. This
should be done ONLY ONCE on the exterior of the jar that holds your entry.
Judging and Scoring Info
The seven categories to be scored from by each Judge are as follows: Aroma; Taste; Visual
Appeal; Strength/High; flush; Presence of seeds; and Medical Benefit. Test Results also
influence scores, the 10 major cannabinoid levels will be measured and scored. For CBD
categories, the weighting of this values changes, putting more emphasis on the CBD Vs THC.
Entries found to have pesticides, mold or growth regulators will be disqualified from winning
and the entries nor the entry fee will be returned.

Concentrates & Non-Solvent Hash:
Category Description
The concentrate categories includes all forms of solvent extractions, such as oils, waxes, budders
& shatters. Competitors are required to categorize their entries correctly. We reserve the right to
re-categorize an entry that does not fit. You may be required to submit genetic lineage (back to
grandparents) if you have an unknown strain. Hybrids can include any combination of Indica or
Sativa below 70 percent (60/40, 50/50 and so on). Under no circumstances are non-cannabis
derived materials allowed to be infused into concentrates or non-solvent entries. Non-solvent
hash category encompasses all non-solvent concentrates, such as dry sieves, scissor hash, creams
and water extractions (bubble hash).

Competition Packaging Details
Your seven (7)-gram entry must be placed in a sealed container. Each container must clearly
state the name of the strain, category and company name. This should be done ONLY ONCE on
the exterior of the container that holds your entry.
Judging and Scoring Info
The six categories to be scored from by each Judge are as follows: Aroma; Taste; Visual
Appeal; Strength/High; Smoothness; and Medical Benefit. Test Results also influence scores,
the 10 major cannabinoid levels will be measured and scored. For CBD categories, the weighting
of this values changes, putting more emphasis on the CBD Vs THC. Entries with a residual
solvent level over 500ppm will be disqualified from winning and the entries nor fees shall be
returned.

Edibles:
Category Description
The Edibles category encompasses any medically infused product that is eaten or drank,
including food, baked goods, tinctures, juices, sodas, capsules and pills.
Competition Packaging Details
Your seven (7)-induvial packaged entries must be placed in a sealed container. The container
must clearly state the name of the strain, category and company name. This should be done
ONLY ONCE on the exterior of the container that holds your entry. We ask that if you’re edible
requires refrigeration that you bring it in a cooler. The Edibles category is not blind testing but
open label. This is due to the fact that dosing is an important component in the scoring of this
category. Judging and Scoring of the Edibles category is the most unique and perhaps toughest to
judge. We employ laboratory testing in the Edibles category, but this requires proper dosage
labeling on all Edible entries so that the lab can confirm the dosage and the judge can ensure
taking a single serving size (one person dosage).
Judging and Scoring Info
The six categories to be scored from by each Judge are as follows: Food Appearance; Taste;
Strength/ Effects; Product Originality; Healthiness; and Medical Benefit. Test Results also
influence scores, the 10 major cannabinoid and THC-A levels are measured and scored. The
more THC-A in the product, the less points it will receive. CBD is scored purely on levels
reported by the lab. The more CBD the better. This applies to both the Edibles and the CBD
Edibles categories. Participants MUST clearly delineate exactly the total MG of cannabis infused
in each product. Entries without exact MG content or residual solvent level over 500ppm will be
disqualified from winning and the entries nor fees shall be returned.

CBD Entries:
Category Description
Samples entered in the CBD Flowers category will require a minimum of 5% CBD to compete.

Samples entered in the CBD Concentrates category will require a minimum of 25% CBD to
compete. Once qualified for CBD competition, all samples will be turned over to our judges who
are selected specifically because they have ailments which are treated with CBD medicine.
Competition Packaging Details
Please refer to the Flowers, Concentrates or edible information above for entry requirements,
how they are graded by lab testing and how they are scored by judges.
Judging and Scoring Info
Judges also award points for symptomatic efficacy that will show the total effects of the CBD
product on the patient ailments (i.e., sleep aid, pain reduction, inflammation, etc.) CBD-A levels
are measured and scored. The more CBD-A in the product, the less points it will receive. CBD is
scored purely on levels reported by the lab. The more CBD the better. Edible entries without
exact MG content or any entry with pesticides, mold, growth regulators or residual solvent level
over 500ppm will be disqualified from winning and the entries nor fees shall be returned.

Vape Pen Cartridge Entries:
Category Description
This category is for pre-filled vape pen cartridges only. Competitors in this category are required
to submit seven (7) - pre-filled hash oil cartridges and 7 pens/ batteries. Competitors may not
enter vape pens that require the manual loading of concentrate.
Competition Packaging Details
This category is not blind testing but open label. This is due to the fact that dosing is an
important component in the scoring of this category additionally cartridge products often bear
the manufacturer or company name, not to mention some pens are very distinct and identifiable.
As such, entries in this category need be in their retail packaging. All Vapes and batteries must
be placed in a sealed container. The container must clearly state the name of the strain, category
and company name. This should be done ONLY ONCE on the exterior of the container that
holds your entry. Lastly, additives such as PG or food-grade flavoring are allowable in the Vape
Pen Cartridge category.
Judging and Scoring Info
The five categories to be scored from by each Judge are as follows: Taste; Visual Aesthetics of
Oil; Burn/ Cleanliness; strength/high; and Medicinal Effects. Test Results also influence
scores, the 10 major cannabinoid levels will be measured and scored. Entries with a residual
solvent level over 500ppm will be disqualified from winning and the entries nor fees shall be
returned.

Hand Crafted Product Entries:
Category Description
Hand Crafted Products (HCP’s) category encompasses all products that are infused with
cannabis derived materials which do not fall into one of the above aforementioned (traditional)

competition categories. This includes, but is not limited to, products such as “bud caviars”,
“moon rocks”, “tarantula joints”, “thai sticks”, Cannabis terpenes or products infused with
cannabis terpenes.
Competition Packaging Details
Seven (7) – HCP’s (or 7 grams dependent on product) is required and must be placed in a sealed
container. The container must clearly state the name of the strain, category and company name.
This should be done ONLY ONCE on the exterior of the container that holds your entry.
Competition Packaging Details
The six categories to be scored from by each Judge are as follows: Taste; Aroma; Visual
Aesthetics; Burn/ Cleanliness; High/Strength; and Medicinal Benefit. Test Results also
influence scores, the 10 major cannabinoid levels will be measured and scored. Any entry with
pesticides, mold, growth regulators or residual solvent level over 500ppm will be disqualified
from winning and the entries nor fees shall be returned.

NEW RULES ON ENTRIES:
A competitor may only win ONE award per category, regardless of how many entries they have
in a category. This rule is in place to prevent competitors from “stacking the field” and ensures a
level playing field for everyone involved. Because competitors will only be eligible to receive
one award, the higher of the awards will be awarded and the rest dropped from award
consideration. For example, if a competitor places 1st and 3rd in a category, they will win 1st
Place only with the 3rd Place entry being dropped and the next highest score moving up into its
place.
PLEASE ALSO NOTE: Errl Cup reserves the rights to refuse, disqualify, bar or otherwise ban
any entity or individuals from participating in our Errl Cup competitions for any reason. In order
to protect the integrity of the competition and ensure its fairness, safety and security for all, Errl
Cup has a zero tolerance policy for any rules violations. When it comes to our Cups, one strike
and you’re out. Keep it clean & keep it pure.

The Judging Process:
Errl Cup employs a two-tiered digital (online) score sheet that includes a patient score and lab
score. The patient score will account for approximately 75 percent of the total score. This may
vary slightly by competition category. This score sheet will be scored by each Judge and will
measure his or her professional opinions of each entry. Categories are scored 1-5 by each judge
(5 being the highest score). These values are not made public, meaning that both Judges and
Competitors are not given the weighted values. The lab score will account for 25 percent of the
total score. This may vary slightly by competition category. This data will be evaluated for errors
and then uploaded into the system. The results of this score sheet will not be made available to
Judges until the day of event. On the final day of judging, we will calculate each Judge’s score
for each entry, and add it to the lab score produced by the uploaded lab data. The system then
combines the Judges’ score with the lab score giving a final Total Score and thus our winners.

FAQ – Frequently Asked Questions

How Many Judges Are There?
There are between six and twenty five judges PER CATEGORY. This depends on entry type and
how many categories we run for that particular Cup.
Who Are The Judges & How Are They Selected?
Our Judges are MMJ patients in Arizona. We randomly select our judges from the pool of
patients that pre-register with us. We then go to great lengths to screen and ensure that the Judges
selected match the category they are judging and that they are extremely dedicated to both the
cause and the task of judging.
How do you ensure the lab accurately tests?
Before we choose a lab we go through a long vetting process. Once a lab is chosen we conduct
periodic quality assurance on the lab by sending them all samples with numbers only Errl Cup
can identify. We send the lab duplicate of the same sample under different numbers. We also
send samples to other labs not affiliated with the event to ensure lab honesty.

What Are the Rules Regarding Disqualifications?
Errl Cup reserves the right to disqualify (DQ) entries for any rules violation and in cases where
EC deems the entry, or practices of the competitor therein, to be against the spirit of fair
competition. Entries that have been adulterated with non-cannabis derived products will be
disqualified. Entries that have incidents of mold, bacteria, or pesticides as identified either by the
competition committee or our partner labs will be privately disqualified and the competitors
immediately notified. If any entry is found to have been tampered with, adulterated or doctored
in any way using any synthetic, artificial, or non-cannabis organic substances, that entry will be
disqualified. This includes, but is not limited to, any substance that did not originate from the
original source materials (cannabis), including additives such as non-cannabis derived terpenes,
oils or flavonoids, even when derived from natural or organic sources (such as fruits or flowers).
This does NOT apply to entries in the “Edibles” category. These rules are solely in place for the
safety and welfare of our judges and the community at large. Errl Cup does not offer refunds in
the rare event of a disqualification.
Common Category Misplacements
If you believe you have a strain that exhibits a mutant phenotype that is expressed in its high or
stone, we understand that. But that strain should no longer be called by its original name. Rather,
we recommend renaming it to reflect this unusual deviation, such as putting a number after the
name or something that denotes it is different from the norm. Here are a few strains that
participants have wanted to enter into erroneous categories:
Chem Dawg is an indica.
OG Kush is an indica, not a sativa.
Sour Diesel is a Hybrid.
A Kush cross is an indica or hybrid.
All Hazes are sativas.

